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INDY Ice, well-backed, finally got home first in driving rain at the Vaal.

Racing is really an easy numbers game!
THIS cryptic sequence of descending numbers, 33 – 21 – 15 – 11 – 8 came out of a study done years
ago by Barry Meadow, a successful pro gambler and author of handicapping books. What do these
figures signify? Well, they’re the winning percentages of public choices across a huge sample of horse
races, from the top choice down to the fifth in the ordinal betting rank.
pickings nor promises of certain riches in one of the
toughest betting games around, (made even harder by
the mandated high tax take-out,) but the outcome of
horse races is not as chaotic nor random as
sometimes made out to be by sceptics.

According to this research, the public favourite wins
33% of the time, one of the top two choices has a 54
% chance of scoring and one of the first four accounts
for the winner 80% of the time. Nobody is pretending
that this game is straightforward, yet these stats indicate that horse racing is actually quite predictable,
and the crowd in general is wise enough to distinguish
with real accuracy between its first, second, third
choices and so on down to the virtual no hopers.

Sharp bettors found many great wagering opportunities this past week. Robbie Sage and Muzi Yeni have
been teaming up to good effect lately and they struck
with Horseplay (10/1 – 11/2) at the Vaal on the 29th
and Viscountess Vixen (14/1 – 8/1) over the weekend
at Turffontein.

This could be a big selling point that racing marketers
might emphasize. Far from being a mugs game that
doom participants to certain losses, horseplayers have
a legitimate shake at making a go of things – if they
handicap studiously, understand the probabilities and
bet wisely when they have an edge. There are no easy

Owner/trainer St John Gray has also been working his
string into fighting trim and alert punters who like to
follow the money were duly rewarded. (to page 2)
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NUMBERS GAME (fm p1)
First timer’s Grindlewald and Peace Call Me were both
backed at 25/1 into 6’s and arrived safe under work
riders Vusunzi Sithetho and Joe Gwingwizha at the Vaal
Classic meeting on the 31st. The heaviest hit of all was
reserved for Race 7 when Mike de Kock’s Indy Ice broke
a string of seconds and fifths to crack his Maiden, as the
market confidently expected.
Punters can be prejudiced against older geldings, assuming these ‘pensioners” are past it and cannot be
relied upon. If relatively sound to begin with and properly
handled though, these old stagers can sustain consistent form. Seven years-old Fort Beluga gelding, Sea
Urchin is a perfect illustration of this virtue and a credit
to Garth Puller’s horsemanship. By scoring at Greyville
on the 1st February, after being pounced upon at 7/1
and punted into 4’s, Sea Urchin was winning his fifth
race in the past seven starts since July 2018.
A couple of misses at the Gauteng Guineas meeting this
past Saturday (e.g. Tuscan Light, Satin Slipper, Hawwaam, Zouaves and Dhabyaan) may have clipped some
punters’’ wings, but there were enough hits to sustain
bankroll profits for shrewd bettors.
Beautifully bred Miss Sabina (14/10 – evens) quickened
up with alacrity to land the odds in Race 2; top weight
and popular banker in the stayers race, Noble Secret
(15/10 – 9/10) was delivered with fine timing by
Bernard Fayd’’Herbe; Doosra (7/1 – 9/2) also made a
race-winning move up the stand-side in the Wolf Power
Stakes and Nafaayes (7/2 – 22/10) just lasted home in
a hectic battle with Running Brave in the Fillies Guineas.
Gauteng Guineas victor, National Park found some early
support at a generous ante-post price of 14/1 but the
real money came in a few minutes before race time as
he shortened to 6’s. Whilst bad things were happening
to poorly drawn rivals like Hawwaam and Barahin, this
high- class P.E. invader took advantage of a perfect
pocket trip to win by nearly three lengths and reprise his
Graham Beck Stakes romp at Turffontein in November
last year.

Gold Lightning (5 starts), Cassius Colt (11 starts) and
Elusive Diva (13 tries) are all money burners that have
cost overly loyal punters who keep expecting them to
exit the Maidens. After 29 combined runs, surely they
must win this time ? These sucker horses may look
ready to score when repeatedly pitted against weak
opposition, yet somehow find a way to get beat.
It could be a physical limitation or lack of determination most often a combination of those two factors prevent
these horses from winning, except by a default. Horseplayers are asking for trouble when taking short prices
about these beasts and would be better off in the long
run either trying to find a better priced potential improver to beat the chronic loser or passing the race.
Savea, Siberian Husky and Wordbuster were (cont p6)
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ONE VALUE BET VAAL 7 FEBRUARY
Life Is Good (14-1, R5,70 a Place!)

Turffontein: Qua Vadis…?
ONE of the things that make racing special is that we
all look at cards differently. At Turf Talk we don’t
regard anything under 9-2, even under 5-1 as value,
you may disagree - so looking at our selections the
only one that qualifies is Twice A Charmer (Race 5),
who is possibly not ready to win, but makes for eachway value considering pedigree and stable form.
Remember, our suggested bets should always be
taken eachway (Win & Place).

Turffontein Selections, Saturday:
Race 1: (12) Towards The Sun (2) Sail De Lago (10)
Gate Relief (8) Boutique
Race 2: (1) Hero’s Honour (2) Return Flight (3) Roll
Of Drums (4) Peace Call Me
Race 3: (5) Shangai Tang (10) Chevron (13) Tyrell (2)
Baron Rodney
Race 4: (1) Redberry Lane (4) Being Fabulous (3)
Desert Rhythm (6) Tamarina
Race 5: (4) Twice A Charmer (1) Nimcha (3) Toastmaster (12) Mr Harrison
Race 6: (3) Long Pond (1) The Sash (10) Whatabeauty (6) Regal Girl
Race 7: (6) Silver Thursday (2) Cascapedia (5) Fort
Ember (4) Top Shot
Race 8: (1) Captain Courteous (2) Shogun (6) Mighty
Valdie (4) D’Arrivee
Race 9: (3) Dame Kelly (5) Kimberley Green (1)
Mazarii (4) Princess Lomita
Race 10: (1) Jubilee Line (3) Sovereign Reign (6)
Tarzan (9) King Of The Delta

TOTE BETS WITH INTERBET ARE
DIRECTED TO TOTE POOLS
Interbet do not offer the “ open (Tote) bet ” – 100%
of all Tote bets are directed into the Tote pools. This
means that (unlike Tote bets placed with bookmakers that lay all or part those bets themselves), the “
rake ” from the Tote pools goes directly towards
running horseracing and paying owners’ stakes.

Keep betting on overseas races
PHUMELELA International and TellyTrack have reorganised the betting schedule and TV broadcast for today
after the news from the British Horseracing Authority
(BHA) that racing will not resume in the UK until Wednesday soonest. Local racing is at Fairview while the coverage at Gloucester (Australia), Mauquenchy and CagnesSur-Mer (France) and Aqueduct in the USA has been
amended to replace the four UK meetings that have
been abandoned. There is also the usual coverage of
meetings at Kranji and Jebel Ali. Info pertaining to
changes to both betting and what will be shown on TellyTrack will be available on ww.tabonline.co.za.
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Some members claim to have as much as
£500,000 in the scheme. The total amount
invested is likely to amount to tens of
millions.
'It doesn't look like we are going to get
much of our money back,' one distraught
member told Sportsmail on Wednesday.
'We can see that this firm in the City have
worked as administrators and we are now
worried there could be a major shortfall.' Daily Mail.

Gambling Syndicate blows the loot
INSOLVENCY experts have asked members of a gambling syndicate
that suddenly closed last week to detail how much they invested,
with thousands of people fearing they have lost their money.
Members of the Layezy Racing syndicate and racehorse owners
group, which was run by ex-Kent Police officer Mike Stanley until last
Friday, were informed earlier this week that financial advisers Duff
and Phelps have been appointed to 'process refunds to members'.
Members poured money into the syndicate, often borrowing against
their properties or on credit cards, in the belief that Stanley's system
for placing bets was doubling and sometimes even trebling their investment.
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The Goose with golden eggs
LOUIS Goosen has won the Gold Circle
Award for Trainer of the Month, January
2019. Goosen saddled 10 winners and
11 places, twice more than any other
stable in KwaZulu-Natal.

meetings until next Wednesday.

High fever, coughing and nasal discharge are
among the symptoms of equine flu, which is
highly contagious and can be transmitted
indirectly and also via humans but it is generally
not life-threatening.
Leading trainers Nicky Henderson and Paul
Nicholls were among over 100 UK stables which
may have come into contact with infected
horses and were put into lockdown yesterday
with immediate effect.

Irish racing continues
It will be business as usual for Irish racing despite an
outbreak of equine influenza forcing UK racing into
lockdown until at least next week, according to HRI
chief Brian Kavanagh.
Kavanagh acknowledged that confirmation of equine flu in
three horses from Donald McCain's UK yard is a "concern"
but it won't upset Irish activities with Thurles taking place as
scheduled yesterday.

That's a far cry from the situation in the UK where they were
plunged into chaos late on Wednesday with details of the
outbreak, which has resulted in the cancellation of all 23

CRT MIXED SALE *

FRIDAY 8 FEBRUARY 2019 at
DURBANVILLE
STARTING AT 2PM. GREAT VALUE, GREAT
FUN and SIRE POWER.
View catalogue on centralroute.co.za
View catalogue on salesring.co.za
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British runners are also barred from entering
Irish races but with racing continuing at Dundalk
tonight, Kavanagh believes that there is no
major threat to Irish racing or the Cheltenham
Festival.
"There's no reason for racing not to continue in
Ireland and we're hopeful that racing will get
back going in the UK very quickly. Cheltenham is
a long way away and is not a concern in that
respect," Kavanagh said. - Irish Field.

NUMBERS GAME (fm p2)
highest traded runners in KZN on the 30th
January, then 1st and 3rd of February respectively.
Savea failed to find the frame, but Wordbuster
swept by to land the Greyville gamble.
Siberian Husky got beat on the Friday at 2/1,
perhaps constrained by a niggly sacro-iliac joint
and his lazy nature. Horses that have only
managed a solitary victory from 17 starts are
usually poor risks for the win at short prices. After
receiving treatment to free his movement up as
best as possible, Siberian Husky was bought
back by diligent conditioner Peter Muscutt just
five days later to win smoothly at Scottsville, after
trading at can’t- get- hurt odds of 11/2. - tt.

NOTE:
CRT SALE SUPPLEMENARY CATALOGUE
VIEW HERE

Fighting cancer with ‘Trojan Horse’

A "Trojan horse" drug which attacks tumour cells from within
may offer new hope to cancer patients with few options left,
doctors say. The new treatment has generated promising
results in people with six different cancer types including
cervical, bladder, ovarian and lung, early trial results published in journal 'The Lancet Oncology' show.
The drug - tisotumab vedotin (TV) - was tested on patients with
advanced cancers which had stopped responding to standard
treatments, and caused some tumours to shrink. "Its
mechanism of action is completely novel - it acts like a Trojan
horse to sneak into cancer cells and kill them from the inside,"
lead author Professor Johann de Bono said.

Welcome that weekend feeling...

ST Andrews Beach Beer have produced special, labelled
Lagers and Ales for the Inglis Sale in Sydney, Australia. No
worries!
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